Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Adventure
Course

Climb to new heights on the 28
foot wall and zip down
a 250 ft. zipline.

Climb to new heights on the 28
foot wall and zip down
a 250 ft. zipline.

Climb to new heights on the 28
foot wall and zip down
a 250 ft. zipline.

Climb to new heights on the 28
foot wall and zip down
a 250 ft. zipline.

Archery

Shoot Straight & Be Safe
Get in touch with your inner
Robin Hood!

Balloon Targets
Ready, Aim, Pop!

Survival Game
Shoot straight to stay in the
game!

Ready…Aim…Shoot!
Be on target to earn the prize!

Arts & Crafts

Crazy Candles
Create cool candles to beat the
camp heat!

Celestial Themed Décor
Create a bottle light and moon
coasters for a starry night decor

Basketball

1 on 1 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

2 on 2 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

3 on 3 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

4 on 4 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

Ceramics

Treasure Chest
Need a place to keep your
treasured items? keep them safe
in your very own treasure chest!

Cupcake Cookie Jar
Do you and your family enjoy
sweets? Design and construct a
sweet looking ceramic jar

Piggy Bank
Save money the old fashioned
fun way! In a piggy bank!

Clay Sculptures
Use your hands and extruders to
create a unique object, animal or
abstract sculpture

Set Designs
Learn how to draw and paint sets
for the Theater Arts

Sheridan Fencing
En Garde! Get ready to learn
speed & balance through games
& exercises while Fencing

Fencing

Movie Making

Mystery
the film will depict our detective
attempting to solve the mystery.

Adventure/Sci-Fi
tell the story of explorers
stranded on an alien world

Documentary
interview counselors, staff, and
fellow campers about a camp
event

Comedy
make the funniest movie you can

Music

Best of Broadway
explore singing techniques &
performance skills with
backtracks & a vocal coach

Ukulele
learn the basics then learn a
classic rock, folk or
contemporary song.

Rock Band – for beg to
intermediate vocal or
instrument, classic rock songs
simplified to perform at the
end of two weeks.
(prior Experience not required)

Rock Band – for beg to
Intermediate vocal or instrument,
classic rock songs simplified to
perform at the end of two weeks.
(prior Experience not required)

Photography

Traveling Object Series
choose one object to photoshop
in different places
(like a traveling gnome)

Green Screen Portraiture
take self portraits in front of a
green screen, to add to a
unique background

Lessons on Lighting
learn all about lighting
techniques and effects

Underwater Photography
experiment with light and shape
distortion of underwater
photography in the DK pool

Soccer

Coed—Drop Zone, 3 Goal,
and World Cup Soccer

Coed—Drop Zone, 3 Goal,
and World Cup Soccer

Coed—Drop Zone, 3 Goal,
and World Cup Soccer

GIRLS ONLY
Drop Zone, 3 Goal, and World

Softball

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a
base and play in skills
contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a
base and play in skills
contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a
base and play in skills
contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a
base and play in skills
contests and tournaments

Lego Robotics
Create and program your own
robot to perform tasks and
solve problems

Podcasting
Be one of the 1st to Podcast
Deerkill style. Report on Camp
traditions, conduct interviews,
and share memories

Technology Lab

Animations
Music & Sound
Help your imagination come to
Use the computer to play
life with computer animations.
musical notes & create music
Create your own animations, set
videos while learning programit to music, add a voice over;
ming skills
there are no limits.

Theater Arts

Learn stage Combat Techniques,
specifically sword fighting; later
we will add lines from
Shakespeare’s Macbeth

Love performing? Collaborate
with fellow campers and create
your own performance, in only
9 words! No Theatre
experience necessary!

Porchlight Production
(2 week commitment)
Participants will stage &
perform songs from the
Broadway show Hairspray

Porchlight Production
(2 week commitment)
Participants will stage & perform
songs from the Broadway sho
Hairspray

Woodworking

BUILD a Magazine Wall Rack
or design and build a project of
your choice.

BUILD A Knock Hockey Game
or design and build a project of
your choice.

Build a Gumball Machine
or design and build a project of
your choice.

Build and stain a Multi-Colored
Checkerboard or your own design

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Adventure
Course

Climb to new heights on the 28 foot
wall and zip down a 250 ft. zipline

Climb to new heights on the 28 foot
wall and zip down a 250 ft. zipline

Climb to new heights on the 28 foot
wall and zip down a 250 ft. zipline

Archery

Cup Shooting
Challenge yourself by shooting into
a cup on the target

Shooting Stars
Try your hand at shooting
the smallest star!

Final Archery Tournament
Your chance to show off your skills!

Arts & Crafts

Leather Crafts
create unique keychains, belts,
and jewelry.

Tile Mosaic
Create colorful tile mosaic
designs and pots

Deerkill Days Drawing and Painting
Draw /Paint a Memory of your
Deerkill Days.

Basketball

3 on 3 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

4 on 4 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

5 on 5 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

Ceramics

Ceramic Speaker
Create a clay speaker for your music
device to amplify sound

Tea for Two
Create a teapot and two mugs. Campers
can be silly or serious for their vessels.

Ceramic Marionette Puppets
Make a puppet from clay! Using modeling
and sculptural techniques campers will
make a Marionette puppet to play with!

Sheridan Fencing
En Garde! Get ready to learn speed &
balance through games & exercises while
Fencing

Fencing

Movie Making

Action/ Superhero
create an exciting film playing your
favorite superheroes or one of your own

Silent
make an old-fashioned silent film

Music Video
choose a song and create a music video

Music

Karaoke Workshop
Rock music, Rapp, Classics and Broadway

Rock Band – for beg to intermediate
vocal or instrument, classic rock songs
simplified to perform at the end of two
weeks. (prior Experience not required)

Rock Band – for beg to intermediate vocal
or instrument, classic rock songs simplified
to perform at the end of two weeks.
(prior Experience not required)

Photography

Learning from the Greats
learn about 5 famous photographers &
shape your photos based on your favorite
styles

Bokeh Stenciling
create small stencils to place over the
camera lens to create shapes with a
blur effect

Photo-zine
learn about visual storytelling and come up
with your own storyline to compile into a
small zine booklet

Soccer

Coed - Drop Zone, 3 Goal, and
World Cup Soccer

Coed - Drop Zone, 3 Goal, and
World Cup Soccer

Coed - Drop Zone, 3 Goal, and
World Cup Soccer

Softball

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a base and
play in skills contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a base and
play in skills contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a base and
play in skills contests and tournaments

Technology Lab

Makey Makey
Reinvent the world…make a piano out of
a banana, controls out of play-doh or use
a fork as a mouse

Storytelling
students use computer science to tell fun
and interactive stories, emphasizing creativity to tell a unique story each day.
No coding experience needed.

Animations
Help your imagination come to life with
computer animations, set them to music,
add a voice over; there are no limits.

Porchlight Production
(2 week commitment)

Porchlight Production
(2 week commitment)

We will learn and stage the song “Come
Alive” from “The Greatest Showman”
& perform in the Talent Show.

Participants will stage & perform songs
from the Broadway show Mean Girls

Participants will stage & perform songs
from the Broadway show Mean Girls

Needed: Singers, gymnasts, dancers,
acrobats, all oddities welcome!

Mason Jar Bird Feeder
or design and build a
project of your choice.

Breakfast in Bed Tray
or design and build a
project of your choice.

Wood String Art
or design and build a
project of your choice.

Theater Arts

Woodworking

